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THE SOUTH ISLAND OF NEW ZEALAND

with its lush vegetation, breathtaking landscapes and beautifully large trout
is every angler’s dreamland. The combination of crystalline waters, and
diverse habitat only add to its tremendous appeal. This story appeared in the
fourth issue of the digital magazine TEN & TWO, The Angler’s Journey. Please
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enjoy the journey to the magic of New Zealand.
Click here to see the entire fourth issue of TEN & TWO Magazine

www.TenAndTwoMagazine.com

Story by ROBERT TOMES
Photos by DAV I D L A M B R O U G H TO N
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ASK ANY OF MY FISHING BUDDIES AND
they’ll tell you tops on my personal “bucket list” is to fish the
spectacularly beautiful, trout-filled waters of New Zealand as
many times as possible before I depart this wonderful world.
A lofty goal, to be sure, given it’s over 8,000 miles and 16
hours by plane from my home in Chicago. But so far I’ve
managed pretty well for my “boomer” demographic having
just returned from my seventh successful trip down under.
Not a bad track record but still not enough to satisfy my
addictive need for yet another Kiwi trophy trout “fix”. Even
now I’m making plans to return again as soon as possible to
take care of some unfinished business with a certain yellowbellied, hook-jawed brownie that ate my dry and promptly
wrapped me around a gnarly log jam, never to be seen again.
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Like many who’ve fished down
under, my first trip way back in 1979 left
me wondering how I could ever trout
fish again in the States—or anywhere
else for that matter. The fact that such a
perfect fly-fishing destination could possibly exist on Planet Earth—like a
Disneyland theme park built exclusively
for fly fishers—blew me away the first
time I saw the backing fly off my reel and

never fails to amaze me. But I eventually
overcame this jaded paranoia and now
use my precious time there to improve
my skills, collect a few more “braggin’
rights” to show my friends back home
and, of course, do whatever it takes within
the law to get me back again.
Another obvious concern—that
fortunately has yet to be realized—was
how such a great fishing destination

The fact that such a perfect fly-fishing destination
could possibly exist on Planet Earth—like a Disneyland
theme park built exclusively for fly fishers—blew me
away the first time I saw the backing fly off my reel and
never fails to amaze me.
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could possibly remain intact and not be
summarily trashed by hordes of anglers
in this modern age of jet transportation
and instant communication.
I distinctly remember one streamside
conversation with a Kiwi angler many
years ago that makes my point. I was just
coming off a North Island river after a
fine day of nymphing and dry fly when
this nice bloke and his ubiquitous border
collie suddenly appeared in front of me.
I was startled, not because of the unexpected streamside visitors, but by what was
dangling off his belt—two enormous
browns literally as long as his leg. After
exchanging the usual angler pleasantries,
the fellow proceeded to tell me how he
caught fish like this “all the time, mate”

and then put them in his freezer “as fodder for the dogs”! Given my neurotic
stateside mentality about such matters, I
could hardly contain myself and proceeded to give him a streamside sermon
about the virtues of catch-and-release,
barbless hooks, etc. We might as well
have been speaking Korean and Greek
and parted with a quick “Cheers” each
wondering what the hell the other was
talking about.
Since that early encounter, I’ve come
to realize that there are—and always will
be—plenty of trout in New Zealand for
everyone and, I’m happy to say, catchand-release is now standard practice
wherever I fish.

Trout & Grouse is Chicagoland’s
Original Fly Shop
Our everyday service goes way beyond
helping you select the right gear, rigging
your tackle the right way, our individualized fly casting lessons and unique One
Day Fly fishing Schools. We deliver
friendly expert service every day.
Trout & Grouse stocks a wide range of
top-quality fly fishing gear from leading
manufacturers such as:
Rods: Orvis, Sage, G.Loomis and Winston
Reels: Abel, Tibor, Lamson-Waterworks,
Orvis, and Sage
Waders and boots: Simms, Patagonia and Orvis
Fly Lines: Rio, Orvis and SA
Clothing and luggage: Simms, ExOfficio,
Patagonia, Barbour, Orvis and Fishpond
Fly boxes: CF Design
And lots more...
Fly tying supplies, vises and tools
Top-quality shotguns, custom shotguns, gunfitting
and wingshooting clothing and accessories
Personalized trip planning from Angling Escapes
Fishing Travel

TROUT & GROUSE
Willow Festival Shopping Center
840 Willow Road, Suite P,
Northbrook, IL 60062
847-480-0111
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info@troutandgrouse.com
www.troutandgrouse.com

“The great charm of fly fishing
is that we are always learning;
no matter how long we have been at it,
we are constantly making
some fresh discovery,
picking up some new wrinkle.”
— T
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MOUSE SLICKS
As luck would have it, my recent trip
back to Owen River Lodge near Nelson
on the top of the South Island this past
winter (remember, that’s summer in the
Southern Hemisphere) coincided with the
tail end of what I’m told was a “minor”
mouse hatch. Not that we planned it that
way—or looked forward to heaving
giant, deer-hair mouse patterns all day and
night. But, this fortuitous, once or twice
a decade natural event made even more
popular by the spectacular video “Once
in a Blue Moon”, gave the fish added, prowrestler (footballer if you’re a Kiwi) like

&

weight and bulk that simply has to be
seen to be believed. The words “doubledigit” were on everyone’s lips and rumor
was Kiwi truckers along the coast had
recently been avoiding certain passes for
fears of dreaded “mouse slicks” caused by
mass migrations of the furry little beasts!
We never saw a mouse—or even heard
a squeak—during our month-long journey.
The fishing was still spectacular with all
the fish we encountered in “good nick”
as if they’d recently visited the local
piscine plastic surgeon. Matched with
one of Owen River’s finest guides, “Big
Steve,” for my entire stay this particular
trip, our fishing over four days took us

by 4x4 Land Cruiser to nearby braided,
fluvial rivers and meandering, tight
spring creeks in search of the best fishing
this region has to offer. And, what we
found through diligent teamwork and
much effort on the part of guide and
angler alike—along with a little luck—
did not disappoint.

MY BOBBY DAZZLER
Perhaps the highlight of this particular
trip—and among my Top 10 New
Zealand fishing experiences now emblazoned on my brain like a cattle brand—
was Steve’s amazing “spot” of an enormous brownie tucked behind a boulder
in fast water. To accomplish this heroic

The words “double-digit” were on everyone’s lips and
rumor was Kiwi truckers along the coast had recently
been avoiding certain passes for fears of dreaded
“mouse slicks” caused by mass migrations of the furry
little beasts!
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feat, stealthy Steve literally crawled on
hands and knees for several hundred
yards until he found his fish. Once satisfied he had its position and feeding
behaviors locked in, he beckoned me to
the water with whistles and hand gestures worthy of a flight deck flagman to
begin my part of the guide/angler bargain. My nervous first cast was a tad
short but fortunately didn’t spook the
fish. The second cast was spot on and we
were off to the races. And I do mean
“races” as this strong fish immediately
bolted for faster water taking us both

downstream and then back up again.
After several runs into my backing
(something us stateside boys rarely get to
see when trout fishing) including multiple river crossings, we finally had the fish
under control. I held on just long
enough to feel her mighty “mouse-fed”
bulk, get off a quick shot and a clean
release. Our days together witnessed
many more like this fish caught-andreleased; though none quite as heartpounding as this most memorable of the
trip—a real “Bobby Dazzler”, so to
speak.

My nervous first cast was a tad short but fortunately
didn’t spook the fish. The second cast was spot on and
we were off to the races.



E X P E R I E N C E F LY F I S H I N G I N PA R A D I S E
SUN VALLEY, IDAHO

SILVER CREEK • THE BIG WOOD RIVER • THE BIG LOST RIVER
STEELHEAD FISHING • AREA RESERVOIRS • PRIVATE WATERS • WINTER FLY FISHING
YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK
FLY FISHING
BIRD HUNTING
GUIDE SERVICES
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The beautiful rainbows and browns that inhabit New
Zealand’s crystalline waters are frankly not always the
easiest to fool with a fly.
GOOD AS GOLD; CLEAR AS MUD

PHOTO: © CLAY STAUFFER

Wherever in the world you call
home, before booking your week at
Owen River Lodge and jumping on a
plane to New Zealand, there are a few
things I’ve learned (read: screwed up,
fumbled, botched or “made a blue” as
they say down under) over the years that
you might want to keep in mind to make
the most of your first—or umpteenth—
trip to this fabled island fishery. First and
foremost, I’d humbly suggest you start
by accepting the fact that paying big
bucks to stay at the best lodges and fish
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with the best guides—while always an
enjoyable experience—is absolutely no
guarantee of fishing success. Despite all
the “hero shots” splattered across the
web and a well-deserved reputation for
big, backing-ripping fish, the beautiful
rainbows and browns that inhabit New
Zealand’s crystalline waters are frankly
not always the easiest to fool with a fly.
The natural combination of low population densities, normally gin-clear water
and limited food sources makes for a
challenging game most days in all but
the fish hatchery rearing pool. In addition,
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the Kiwi stalking and sight-fishing
approach used exclusively by most professional guides—and for good reason
—requires some basic angler skills and
solid teamwork on the part of guide and
angler alike. In an effort to help those
new to this amazing fishery and even
those who might have “been there, done
that” before, I offer the following personal insights and caveats to make the
most of your next trip to New Zealand.
BE PREPARED
We’ve all heard it before but this
time-honored, Boy Scout motto applies
to fly fishing in New Zealand in a big
way, especially when it comes to physical
conditioning and, of course, your equipment. Depending on where you fish on a
given day, to make the most of your time
on the water you’ll need to be prepared
to hike a few miles over land—often over
steep or uneven grades -and wade a few
rivers with nasty rocks and slippery bottoms without falling in. And in a country like New Zealand with low densities
of large fish, it’s especially important to
cover a lot of ground to find each new
golden upstream opportunity. One of
the great—if not sad—ironies of fishing
a great destination like New Zealand is
that given the cost of such exotic travel
many of the folks who finally make it,
while they may have the time and

means, are simply not physically prepared to handle the challenge of hiking
and stalking fish in rivers, large and
small. I hear this complaint quite often
from guides around the world —yes,
even Kiwi guides—who all ask the same
basic question: “what were they thinking?”
For me, the satisfaction of catching
big trout in New Zealand is all about this
“hunt” and what I’ve done to get there.
And, over the years, I’ve found again and
again that making that extra effort to
climb the next ridge or wade the next
pool usually results in big returns for
fish that rarely see an angler. So take the
time to get in shape—hit the gym, treadmill or whatever it is you do for conditioning before your trip and you’ll be
best prepared to handle the rigors of
stalking fish down under.
FIND THE TIME
Though it all seems like a glorious
dream now, my first trip to New Zealand
some thirty years ago had me backpacking, tramping, hitchhiking, fishing and
generally relying on the kindness of Kiwi
strangers for well over six months up
and down the entire length of both
islands. Oh how I wish I could do that
again! Now that I have a real job and
family (though this remains in doubt
among many of my peers) subsequent
trips down under have never been for
less than three weeks and four or more if

Over the years, I’ve found again and again that making
that extra effort to climb the next ridge or wade the next
pool usually results in big returns for fish that rarely see
an angler.
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I can cut it. The reason is simple: New
Zealand is just too damn far for this
Chicago boy to travel and risk the possibility of bad weather, blown rivers and
any of the other tragedies that befall us
all one time or another. Certainly those
in closer proximity don’t share quite the
same concerns but all anglers making
the trip should know that Mother
Nature can throw some mean curveballs
on any fishing adventure and New
Zealand is not immune.
Case in point: I can recall one particularly nasty weather year a few years
back when I ran into the same group of
dedicated and quite determined
American anglers on both the North and
South Islands as they drove around the
country searching in vain for sunlight
and “clean” water. Thankfully they had
both the time and means to stick it out
but I certainly pitied the poor bloke who
picked this fated time frame for that one
“trip of a lifetime”! So heed my warning:
take as much time as you can possibly
muster up to make the most of your trip
to New Zealand, you won’t regret it.
RESPECT THE FISH
The trout of New Zealand are a truly
special breed and deserve your upmost
respect and consideration. Unlike many
of our fish back in the States and elsewhere I’ve fished around the world,

these glorious, wild creatures fill a
unique nitch at the top of the Kiwi food
chain making them both unusually
aggressive and hyper-cautious at the
same time. There are times I’d swear
they acted like a marauding 30-pound
muskie and others like a wary Silver
Creek brown sipping tricos.
To illustrate, here are a couple of
“strange but true” fish stories worth
sharing. Years ago I had a big—as in
double-digit— brown in a long, classic
tail out appear to spook on a bad cast
that landed well short of its mark. I was
about to pick up and try again when the
fish swung around, followed the fly to
my feet in the riffle…and ate! And then
there was that equally nice brownie this
past trip that guide “Big Steve” miraculously spotted hugging the bottom of a
deep slot in fast water. My first cast was
good but not perfect as it got hung up on
a rock just before catching the current
seam. To our mutual surprise, the next
thing we both saw was a massive brown
trout tail wagging in the air as this fish
tried to “tail” like a bonefish on my
nymph in literally only inches of water;
well out of its supposed “feeding lane.”
Both stories, while not everyday
occurrences in New Zealand, demonstrate the often startling and aggressive
nature of these amazing fish. And equally
surprising to many anglers is the

Suffice it to say that these cunning trout “own” whatever pool, run or pocket they happen to live in and
nothing—not a bug or a mouse or a fly—gets by them
without a thorough inspection or an eat.
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extreme spookiness of Kiwi trout and
the “#8 wire” like ingenuity and stealth
required to approach them. Suffice it to
say that these cunning trout “own” whatever pool, run or pocket they happen to
live in and nothing—not a bug or a
mouse or a fly—gets by them without a
thorough inspection or an eat. As such,
they also know all the natural and
unnatural danger signs from above and
below the water and you are hereby forewarned that they deserve your respect at
all times no matter how anxious you are
to cast a line.
RESPECT YOUR GUIDE
I’ve fished with a lot of guides in my
day—good and bad—and consider the
professional guides of New Zealand
among the very best in the world arena.
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To my way of thinking they are like proballers of whatever sport it is you choose
to follow. Besides the “normal” guide
requirements of knowing where, when
and how to fish a given river section,
they must also be able to spot and “sight
fish” for fish that, while often very large
and obvious, can be frustratingly impossible to see for the average human even
under the best of conditions. They are
your eyes into the trout’s world and you
must listen to exactly what they say
about how to approach the fish and
where to cast your fly. Seriously.
That fact combined with the wide
variability of casting skills—something
we all need a little work on—sets up an
almost impossible dilemma that would
send many guides packing to the nearest
pub. Yet, Kiwi guides do this day in and

From Alaska to South America, fresh and salt
water, over 30 years of experience have gone
into selecting only the best destinations that
combine quality fishing with great guides,
comfortable accommodations and owners who
understand customer service is a 24 hour a
day policy, not an abstract marketing concept.
We don’t own any lodges, so we don’t have to
book you to the spots we own. Our only goal is
simple: find the right camp for your trip, the
one with the right species, facilities and cost.
It costs nothing additional to book your trip
through Angling Escapes.You pay the same
rates as if you booked the camp directly. Our
services include consultation regarding lodge
options, making all the required reservations
plus comprehensive, detailed background on
what to take along. Our affiliation with Trout &
Grouse, Chicago’s oldest and largest fly shop

(our offices are located inside Trout & Grouse)
means we can also help with all the right gear,
from quality rods, reels, lines and flies to
clothing, waders, luggage and accessories.
Angling Escapes offers everything you will
need to make your next fishing trip a success.
We look forward to working with you to plan
your next fishing adventure.
Paul Melchior’s Angling Escapes
Toll Free: (866) 347-4365
(847) 272-3195
email: info@anglingescapes.com
www.anglingescapes.com
c/o Trout and Grouse
840 Willow Rd, Northbrook, IL 60062
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I’ve fished with a lot of guides in my day—good and
bad—and consider the professional guides of New
Zealand among the very best in the world arena.
day out and I’ll never cease to be amazed
at their considerable skills and determination. And, I should add, they also possess that uniquely Kiwi physical trait of
being able to cover ground about twice
as fast as the typical Homo sapiens
(think Sir Edmund Hillary). This being
the case, you’ll need to do what you can
to keep with the program (read: get in
shape mate!) or soon find yourself wondering if what you signed up for was
actually a fishing trip or a track meet.
LISTEN TO YOUR GUIDE

tration at this critical juncture, you’ll
soon hear your guide bark out a series of
commands: “little left”, “little longer”,
“that’s it”, “he’s coming for it”, “yep, he’s
got it”, “strike!” Hopefully, but not
always, the last thing you’ll remember
hearing from your guide is a satisfying
and reassuring “well done, mate”. It’s a fun
and challenging team sport once you get
the hang of it, but necessitates an open
mind, quick reflexes and nerves of steel
as a 10-pound trout rises slowly to take
your size 14 dry.
And speaking of flies and respect, my
Kiwi guide friends tell me with a snicker
that they occasionally encounter “knowit-all” anglers who refuse even their specific fly choices in favor of some fancy,
new-fangled “bin-fly” stuffed in their
vest and purchased thousands of miles
away back home from the local expert. As
improbable as this sounds, apparently
some close-minded anglers can’t accept
the fact these proven, if somewhat oldfashioned and unsophisticated Kiwi patterns really do work. So take my advice,
when you finally make it to New Zealand
and your guide hands you a “Hare and
Copper”, “Kakahi Queen”, “Dad’s
Favourite”, “Coch-y-Bondhu” or “Twilight
Beauty”, show them some respect and tie
one on!

As noted above, doing exactly what
your guide tells you to do to catch a fish
is just as important as being in the right
place at the right time. For some “experienced” anglers this simple act of opening
your ears and shutting your mouth can,
however, be a painful if not exasperating
experience. Throw in an oversized ego
and big fish and you might as well head
back to the lodge for a few stiff drinks
before someone injures themselves.
In a typical Kiwi trout-stalking scenario, your guide will spot a fish, point it
out if possible and then direct you where
to stand and cast. He may also check
your tippet and tie on a new fly depending on what the fish is doing at the time.
Once you’re in position, he will then
direct you to cast, knowing full well the
first cast is the most important on these Robert Tomes
waters and you’d better bloody well get it www.muskieontheflybook.com
right! To avoid embarrassment and frus-

Join the only organized advocate for fly fishers everywhere.
Become part of a network of anglers who love to fly fish.
B E C O M E PA RT O F A L E G AC Y.
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OWEN RIVER LODGE, is situated in

the very heart of one of the best and most consistent fly-fishing regions on
the South Island of New Zealand. This world-renowned, 5 star destination
offers the very finest of what this marvelous country has become famous for.
This story appeared in the fourth issue of the digital magazine TEN & TWO, The

PHOTOS: © DAVID LAMBROUGHTON

Angler’s Journey. Please enjoy the journey to Owen River Lodge.
Click here to see the entire fourth issue of TEN & TWO Magazine

www.TenAndTwoMagazine.com
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Story by ROBERT TOMES
P h o t o s b y O W E N R I V E R L O D G E a n d C L AY S TA U F F E R
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WHILE MY TRIPS TO NEW ZEALAND over

(Top) The beautiful Motueka river, one of many fished by Owen River Lodge.
(Facing page) The lodge view of the magnificent Owen River Valley.
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the years have taken me from Gisborne to Te Anau and
Taupo to Central Otago many times over in search of better
fishing, lately I find myself drawn to the Murchison/Nelson
Lakes region near the top of the South Island, and specifically
the world-renowned Owen River Lodge. Established in 2003
by the affable Aussie turned Kiwi Information Technology
genius and obsessed fly fisher Felix Borenstein, this 5 star
rated “specialist fly fishing accommodation” (the highest
marks possible for New Zealand Tourism’s official
“Qualmark” rating system based on both quality and environmental integrity) sits in the very heart of some of the best
and most consistent South Island fishing I know.

&
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less-fished waters can also be accessed by
“heli” directly from the lodge’s spacious
front lawn. Owen River’s experienced
and friendly team of NZPFG (New
Zealand Professional Fishing Guides
Association) guides are among the best
I’ve fished with anywhere in New
Zealand and the key to maximizing your
time on the water here.

PHOTO: © OWEN RIVER LODGE
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CONVENIENTLY LOCATED close
to regional air hub Nelson (less than an
hour’s flying time from Christchurch),
this magnificent, ranch-like lodge and
region offers an amazing variety of topnotch rivers and lakes to fish, all within a
short drive including the Mitakitaki,
Wairau, Maruia, D’Urville and Motueka
Rivers. Numerous other enticing and

Owen River Lodge sits in the very heart of some of the
best and most consistent South Island fishing I know.
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(Left page) Evening beckons at the main lodge and dining room. (Above) Guest hot tub
with a view at Owen River Lodge.
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PHOTOS: © OWEN RIVER LODGE

(Clockwise from top left) Cocktail hour and hors d'oeuvres in the main dining room.
Private guest cottage with porch. Comfortable guest room suite with king bed.
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The 16 acres that encompass the
lodge’s beautifully manicured grounds
overlook the famed Owen River Valley
and offer spectacular views of the Owen
Ranges and Kahurangi National Park.
They also reportedly harbor several
lonely bulls that Felix has gone to great
pains to warn unsuspecting trespassers
about.
Accommodations include spacious
and tastefully appointed cottage suites—
each with a view—featuring all the modern conveniences you might need making for a relaxed yet comfortable stay for
anglers and non-anglers alike. Breakfasts
and dinners are served “family style” in
the main lodge offering an opportunity
to meet other guests, tell a few fish stories

&

and perhaps even learn a secret or two.
And consistent with Felix’s appreciation
for the finer things in life, the food—and
wine—at Owen River Lodge is without a
doubt some of the finest I’ve enjoyed in
many years of fly-fishing travel. Given its
close proximity to the world-famous
Marlborough wine region, Nelson Lakes
tramping and mountain bike trails and
Buller River white water rafting, this
region also offers plenty to do for the
non-fishing spouse; though it’s truly
hard to imagine not fishing while staying
at Owen River Lodge.
&

Owen River Lodge
http://www.owenriverlodge.com
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The 16 acres that encompass the lodge’s beautifully
manicured grounds overlook the famed Owen River Valley.
The beginning of your journey at Owen River Lodge.
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Exclusive Owen River Lodge Rod Offer for
Ten & Two Magazine Subscribers!

Book a week at Owen River Lodge before July 1st, 2011
and receive a FREE Sage Z-Axis fly rod.
Offer valid for 2 anglers/1 room and early season months of October, November and December 2011 only.

Ph: +643 523 9075

www.owenriverlodge.co.nz

felix@owenriverlodge.co.nz

